132 Christian Eucharist during
the period of persecution
Secrecy veiled the early Church’s
worship and, in that way, revealed
a sense of the sacred.

133 First (Solomon’s) Temple
Only the High Priest of the Jerusalem Temple could enter the Holy of
Holies, the most sacred room of
the entire complex. In the first
Temple the Ark of the Covenant
was kept there. There were no
windows in the gold paneled walls
and a thick woven curtain blocked
any view through the doorway.

The challenge of legalization
During the period of persecution the sign of the sacred in the Church’s
worship was the secrecy surrounding its liturgy. Only the initiated could
attend and only after undergoing three years of preparation under the
watchful eyes of sponsors. Even “cradle Christians” sensed the sacredness of the rites because of the secret atmosphere. In a sense then, the
sacred was revealed through a veil of secrecy.[132]
The Edict of Milan threatened the effectiveness of this sign. Legalization brought with it a vulnerability to profane exposure and the Emperor’s patronage of the Church made that threat even greater. Conversion prior to legalization had always required a compelling faith as the
consequences of becoming a Christian could be severe. However, with
imperial favor conversions in many instances were for shallow or even
politically opportunistic reasons.
Also, the influx of “raw” pagan converts (unlike the synagogues’ God
-fearers) threatened the Christian Church’s Jewish understanding of itself
–its connection to Old Testament revelation and its fulfillment in Jesus
Christ. It was a core belief of the Church that the Law of Moses prefigured its fulfillment in Jesus Christ —the New was veiled in the Old. The
Jewish character of the Church had therefore been emphasized by the
Apostolic Fathers (first and second centuries) who gave evidence in their
writings of strong Jewish knowledge.1 Although small in number they
had exercised an enormous influence in clarifying the relationship of
Christianity to Judaism. The threat, however, was that the newer type of
convert --after 313-- was always in danger of back-sliding into paganism
or of bringing into the Church pagan understandings and practices that
weakened the Jewish underpinnings of the faith.2
Both of these threats –the dilution of the sense of the sacred and the
possible loss of Jewish understandings—were met gradually, in the
fourth and fifth centuries by liturgical practices that reinforced those
ideas. In combination with the architectural features of the church basilica a truly powerful liturgical expression resulted.
Veiling
Even before the fourth century, church buildings were described in terms
that had applied to the Jerusalem Temple. For example, the altar in the
church was referred to as the Holy of Holies[133] and the nave of the
church as the Holy Room or sanctuary.3 Increasingly during the fourth
and fifth centuries church basilicas adopted hierarchic arrangements
similar to the Jerusalem Temple
with a longitudinal sequence of
spaces beginning with courtyards
open to anyone and ending at a
highly restricted Holy of Holies —
the altar. Actually, the Christian
basilica church quickly evolved in
accordance with the traditional approaches most ancient religions utilized in creating a sense of the sacred
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134 (right, top) Egyptian Temple
This is a relatively simple example
as most Egyptian temples had
many more courtyards and halls
preceding the inner sanctum.

135 (below, top) Second
(Herod’s) Temple complex
Only Temple priests could enter
the temple building itself.

136 (right, bottom) Christian Basilica plan
Only Christian clergy could enter
the chancel area of the church.

in architecture --veiling.
All ancient religious traditions employed in their temples a basic arrangement of spaces that created an oblique or veiled approach to the divine. The most sacred part of any
religious edifice was always the
most unapproachable and hidden
part. It was the common way to
suggest the sacred; in a religious
context, veiling is meant to render
honor to a person, place, or thing.
Simply put, veiling reveals sacredness.
The ancient Egyptians, for example, had a longitudinal temple
arrangement in which a succession
of increasingly more restrictive
courtyards and halls preceded a
room that was reserved for a statue
of the god or goddess[134]. Only
the high priests entered this holiest
sanctuary each day to ritually feed
and clothe the statue.
The Jerusalem Temple[135] -both the first and second Temples-had similar arrangements to the
Egyptian model but were derived
from the desert tabernacle, a moveable tent structure that had been laid
out according to God’s specific instructions.4 The designs of the first
and second Jerusalem Temples
were based upon the desert tabernacle layout. As the Jerusalem Temple had been designed by God, Christians adopted a similar arrangement in their churches[136].
The atrium of the Christian church basilica imitated and served the
same general purpose as the courtyards of the Temple. Like the outer
courtyards of the Temple the atrium of a church basilica was open to just
about anyone. Likewise, the narthex, nave and aisles of the church were
restricted to Christians as the inner courtyards of the Temple had been
restricted to Jews. The Holy Room of the Temple could be entered only
by Temple priests; the chancel of the church only by church clergy. Finally, the altar of the church could only be approached by the celebrating
bishop or priest and attendants just as the High Priest had been the only
person allowed into the Temple’s Holy of Holies. The succession of
spaces that led to the most sacred space, the Holy of Holies in the Temple, was imitated in the Christian church basilicas in a sequence of spaces
leading to the altar.
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137 (right, top) Templon
Curtains were sometimes suspended between the columns of
the templon to seal off from view
the altar area.
flickr.com/
photos/53394904@N00/1180175049

138 Ciborium with closed curtain
From a mosaic in the church of St.
George in Thessalonika.

139 (right, bottom) St. Clement of
Rome; 4th c. basilica of San
Clemente
Square altar under a ciborium.
Fresco in fourth century basilica of
San Clemente, Rome. The sacrificial altar just outside the Temple
building was also square.

This gradual veiling or hiding of the sacred with a sequence of increasingly more restricted spaces was more pronounced in the Eastern
churches for in some instances the nave in the Eastern churches was also
restricted to the clergy for at least part of the liturgy. In addition, the
separation of the chancel from the nave and aisles was more pronounced
in the East, evolving from a simple chancel railing to a seven or eight
foot high templon[137]. Many centuries later it evolved further into an
actual wall (iconostasis screen). In imitation of the Temple curtain that
shielded from view the interior of the Holy of Holies, curtains were
sometimes hung in the spaces between the columns of the templon
[103,137]. These curtains were normally open during the liturgy, however. The Western Church for the most part did not make use of the templon structure. In fact, in many instances not even a cancellus railing was
used. However, the chancel in those cases was often elevated. A step up
or series of steps signaled the border with the nave.
In Temple ritual, the High
Priest entered the Holy of Holies
with the blood of animal sacrifice.
Anything taken into the Holy of
Holies became Holy because of
the presence of God. Made Holy,
the blood was then brought back
out and sprinkled upon the altar.
The altar of the Christian
church was like the Temple’s
Holy of Holies for it was from
there that the real High Priest of
the Liturgy –Christ—took the offerings of bread and wine to his
Father in heaven to be blessed by
the Father and made Holy. He
then returned them to the altar as
his Holy Body and Blood to be
shared with his followers.
The Temple’s Holy of Holies
was a windowless room of cubic
dimensions. A heavy curtain covered the entrance. The Christian
altar, often cubic in dimensions
and covered by a square or round
ciborium of architectural appearance, imitated the cubic room of
the Temple’s Holy of Holies.5
This altar arrangement was common in both the Eastern and Western
churches. (No doubt the original use of ciboria was in simple imitation of
the ciborium that covered St. Peter’s tomb in Constantine’s basilica. It
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140 Baldachino (ciborium) with
curtains
Here an altar is surrounded by a
curtain suspended from a baldachino (canopy type ciborium).
James 's Public Gallery, Picasa Web Albums.
Cited at:
www.newliturgicalmovement.org/2007_05_01_arch

141 Pyx in the form of a dove
A container (pyx) for storing the
reserved sacrament over the altar.
These were often suspended from
the ciborium and usually had a
sculpted form.
www.martinries.com/article1995GB.htm

was not long however before the
richer comparison with the Temple
was made.)
Apparently, curtains were sometimes suspended between the columns of ciboria further elaborating
on the Temple analogy[140].
The historical reference and
symbolic comparison of the altar
and ciborium with the Holy of Holies became even more obvious
once the consecrated elements—
the Body of the Lord—began to be
reserved at the altar, between
Masses. The consecrated elements
had always been reserved between
Masses for taking to the sick and
dying. During the persecutions it was not safe to reserve the Sacrament
where the group assembled as a raid could result in desecration. It was
therefore taken and reserved in a private dwelling of one of the members.
In peaceful times it was inconspicuously reserved in a separate room in
the house where the Eucharist was held. With the legalization of Christianity the Sacrament was increasingly reserved at the altar in a cupboard
below the top or in a container (pyx) suspended from the ciborium[141].
Strengthening even further the analogy of the altar to the Holy of Holies was a new understanding of the Eucharist that seemed to imply that
the consecrated bread and wine had almost changed chemically during
the Mass. Christians had always believed that what they received in
Communion was the Body and Blood of the Lord but the emphasis and
the experience had always been on receiving the Body and Blood in
Communion; the “awe” was in the act of receiving. The new concept
shifted the emphasis to a sense of the “awesomeness” of the consecrated
elements, themselves. This new teaching, given mid-fourth century by St.
Cyril of Jerusalem[142], resulted in an increasingly pious distancing of
the people from the physical Sacrament.6 Cyril had suggested that the
showbread of the Jerusalem Temple was a prefigurement of the Eucharistic elements and that the showbread could only be eaten by those “whose
vessels were holy”7 A feeling of terrifying awe before the consecrated
elements spread to the point where more and more of the people –feeling
they were unholy because of their sins-- refrained from receiving Communion. The altar and ciborium became a “real” Holy of Holies hiding or
veiling the “Real Presence” both during the Liturgy and during the reservation of the Sacrament. This approach to the consecrated elements originated and spread first in the Eastern Church, taking hold only several
centuries later in the West.
By combining traditional approaches of veiling with the Jewish Temple analogy, the Church was able to protect both the sense of the sacred
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in its rites and a Jewish understanding of itself.

142 St. Cyril of Jerusalem

143 Egyptian processional
barque
During religious festivals the statue
of the god or goddess might be
taken out among the common
people in a ceremonial boat
(barque). This usually took the
form of a procession from one
temple to another.
www.touregypt.net/featurestories/cults.htm

144 King David and the Ark
King David brought the Ark of the
Covenant to Mount Zion in procession and housed it in a temporary
tent Temple.
jerusalem-4thtemple.org/plan-maps_2_2.html

Epiphany
While veiling reveals the sacred by hiding, an epiphany is a deliberate
showing of the essential nature or meaning of something; a disclosure. In
the case of the Christian liturgy it involves a ceremonial presentation or
showing of the mystery of Christ’s “real” presence.
Roman imperial ceremonial provided a model for the bishops of the
fourth century.
The most important of the ceremonies with which the emperor surrounded himself was the imperial “epiphany” –in
which the emperor was manifested to his court in all his
glory. The emperor and his family, dressed in bejeweled
finery, assembled behind a curtain, while the court waited
expectantly in the palace hall. When the curtain was
opened, revealing the emperor, the court sank to their knees
in proskynesis (prostrating oneself before a person of higher
rank).8
Constantine had inherited the ceremony from Diocletian who wished to
change the image of the emperor from “first citizen” to an otherworldly
ruler. The emperor’s title “commander-in-chief” was likewise updated to
“Our Lord.” Constantine tweaked the image to “God’s vice-regent on
earth.”9
The bishops viewed the entire liturgy of the Mass as a gradual epiphany or uncovering, for all to see, of the presence of Christ.
Processions were a common feature of Roman, Jewish and ancient
pagan religions and were often employed as epiphany events. Among
other purposes they were often held to show or honor a god or an important personage. One thinks immediately of David’s joyful dancing of the
Ark of the Covenant (“God’s Presence”) to Mount Zion10[112] or, the
Greater Panathenaic Greek procession from Eleusis to Athens and up the
hill of the Acropolis to the Parthenon. (Although, just what the
Panathenaic showed forth or honored is disputed.)
Romans of the Late Antique Period loved processions, too. Visiting emperors and officials or other
notables were often honored and
welcomed to a city with an entry
procession (called an adventus)
[145]. Landholding aristocrats visiting their estates were welcomed
with processions by the estates’ domestic laborers and slaves as well
as other nearby people dependent on the estate in some way.
Christ had an adventus of his own when he entered Jerusalem to celebrate his last Passover[146]. People lining the road shouted hosannas and
announced, “Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord!”11
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145 The Emperor’s Adventus;
Arch of Galerius, Thessalonica,
300
The adventus formula presents the
formal arrival of the Emperor into a
city. It conveys the significance of
the presence of the Emperor in the
city.
Thomas F. Mathews, The Clash of the Gods; a
Reinterpretation of Early Christian Art, revised
and expanded edition, (Princeton, Princeton
University Press 2003) p26

146 Christ’s triumphal entry into
Jerusalem a week before his
execution; early 300’s with modern restoration.
Christ’s entry into Jerusalem was
an adventus but with humbler
overtones as he arrives sitting on a
humble donkey. In Eastern images
he even arrives sitting side-saddle,
a distinctly non-imperial way to
ride. The story of Christ’s triumphal
entry into the holy city of Jerusalem became a popular one in
Christian art beginning in the mid
3rd century up.
flickr.com/photos/70323761@N00/2110090818

Christ’s entry into Jerusalem was commemorated by the Christian
bishop when he arrived at the church with his clergy and processed up
the nave and into the chancel[147]. The bishop represented Christ in this
liturgical entrance into the church building. The church building itself
represented the New Jerusalem, and the Christian congregation represented the New Temple. As Christ’s disciples accompanied him into Jerusalem so did the bishop’s
clergy accompany him. In the
West, the congregation usually
waited inside, greeting the
bishop as he entered, playing the
role of the citizens of Jerusalem.
In the East, the congregation
sometimes waited outside and
entered with the bishop and
clergy, playing the role of the
disciples.
The ceremonial entry procession of the Liturgy was a type of epiphany: the bishop, in persona Christi (in the Person of Christ) entered the
New Jerusalem. The adventus of the bishop or priest would culminate, of
course, in the appearance of the Lord in the Bread and Wine of the
Eucharist, at the altar.
In the eighth century, St. Germanus of Constantinople saw in the entrance rite as the coming upon earth of Christ himself: the Incarnation.
The architecture of the church basilicas wonderfully facilitated the
action.
The bishop and his clergy assembled outside in the atrium (outside the
walls of Jerusalem, so-to-speak). They then entered through the center
door of the basilica much as Christ and his disciples had entered through
the gate of the city of Jerusalem. The clergy then processed down the
long nave just as Jesus and his apostles would have wound his way
through the city streets. The bishop might then have entered a restricted
walkway or solea[105] leading to the sanctuary/chancel. As Only the
High Priest of the Temple entered the Holy of Holies so only the bishop
and his clergy went into the chancel.
The procession down the nave into the chancel and up to the altar was
interrupted by greeting rituals as well as the all important ceremonial sur-
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147 Entry procession
The Mass was viewed as a long
gradual procession or revelation
(epiphany) of Christ’s presence
among the congregation culminating in the consecration of the
Bread and Wine, and in Communion.
blog.adw.org/.../

148 Deacon reading in ambo
5th century mosaic, Milan

149 Ambo, Hagia Sophia; 5th c.

150 “Behold the Lamb of God.”
At Communion the consecrated
Bread and Wine —the Body and
Blood of Christ— are shown to the
people as an epiphany.
arsorandi.blogspot.com/2010/02/
septuagesima-s...

rounding the reading of scripture,
especially the Gospel. The proclamation of the Gospel was yet another epiphany as Christ was revealed in its reading[148]. This
was an occasion for another procession and so the Gospel book
was brought into the nave by a deacon accompanied by candles and incense.12 The candles were a Roman custom; Romans of privilege or rank
were preceded by candles. The Gospel book was accorded the same
privilege as an important person in Roman society because, through the
reading of the Gospel, Christ was
made present among his followers.
The book was enthroned on the elevated ambo, an architectural suggestion of a hill or mountain (ambo
is a Greek word meaning mountain)
[149] -- Mount Zion and the Mount
of the Beatitudes.13
Another epiphany occurred just
prior to the faithful receiving Communion. The bishop or priest took
the consecrated elements off the altar and walked to the center opening in
the cancellus. There, in an unequivocal epiphany, the congregation was
shown the consecrated elements with the words “Holy things for the holy
people.” Later, in the West, the expression would become “Behold the
Lamb of God!”[150] This epiphany was given added visual emphasis
where a fastigium was situated over
the center opening in the railing
somewhat calling to mind the imperial epiphany ceremony. The fastigium with templon also resembled
the pedimented and columned front
of pagan temples where glimpses of
the statue of the god or goddess
could sometimes be had by looking
into the darkened temple interior
through the door.
A final epiphany also took place at the center opening in the cancellus, at the end of the Liturgy. The bishop or priest walked to the fastigium and blessed the congregation[151] one last time. It was understood by all that the blessing was from God, not the bishop.
The Spirit of orthodoxy
The Western Church borrowed from Roman culture a formal and somewhat severe approach14 to public ceremonial. An epiphany of sorts was
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151 Final Blessing
The blessing comes from God
through the priest who stands in
for Christ.
stnicholasorthodoxchurch.org/Articles/fr-anth..

presented by a careful veiling of the
liturgy in dignified movements and
gestures supported by an orderly
and logical arrangement of architectural spaces. In a period of widespread heretical belief, such a style
of worship showed forth an orthodox Christianity. In a way it was an
epiphany of the Holy Spirit.
To the Apostolic and Patristic
Fathers the Holy Spirit was the
Trinity’s active person in creation, in the sacraments of the Church, and
in the Church’s living Tradition.15 The Holy Spirit was the guarantor of
orthodox belief that had originated with the apostles. The Holy Spirit
gave life (which is what “creative Spirit” meant) through the sacraments,
and sanctified —through correct belief and practices. “Life” could not
come through heterodox belief or practice. This concept is different from
what is popular today which tends to consider liveliness, creativity, spontaneity, and anti-dogma and anti-creed (whether in individual persons or
in individual congregations) as indicators of the action of the Holy Spirit.
In fact, such characteristics were considered evidence of heresy to the
early Christians. Orthodox believers were always careful to discern the
difference between themselves and heretical groups who often exhibited
spontaneous individualized expression and unique, unusual practices.15
“Spirit led” spontaneous creative worship and prayer was never an experience of the authoritative early Church.17 “Spirit led” to catholic
(universal), orthodox (right-thinking and right-worshiping) Christians
meant that practices and belief were securely anchored in Apostolic Tradition --tradition that flowed from the Church of the Apostles. Practices
and teachings that contradicted the Tradition of the Church could not be
led by the Spirit. In worship, individual subjectivity gave way to communal ownership.18
As Christianity gradually became a Roman religion it absorbed the
Roman penchant for careful formulation of thoughts and words in order
to convey clear meanings. This approach to defining what the Church
believed presented to the pagan world —admiring as it was of thoughtful
Greek philosophy— a convincing orthodox image. The avoidance of excess emotion and vague sentimentality in doctrinal formulations was applied to the Liturgy which developed a certain severe, powerful, and dignified style that accurately presented in ritual prayer what the Church believed. It is no wonder that Roman (Greek in origin) architectural spaces
and order fit so well the needs of Christian ritual as clear, logical, and
formal symmetry conducive to communal ownership characterizes its
style. Greek and Roman architecture –what we now call classicism— exhibits “knowledge of proportion, beauty, structure, physics, (and) poetry…” that suggested in the fourth and fifth centuries the enduring quality of truth.19
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Several examples from the writings of the Apostolic Fathers suggest a deep Jewish
understanding of the Church as it developed up through the second century. In Clement’s (130-140) first letter to the Corinthians the Church itself is identified as the new
Israel and the new Temple, and Hippolytus (ca.210) compared the office of bishop to
that of the High Priest of the Jerusalem Temple. Clergy, by the beginning of third century, were probably already exercising roles significantly separate from the laity and,
like the Temple priests, acted in behalf of the people during the Mass. Increasingly the
Christian clergy during this period is compared to the Old Testament priests and Levites. As well, the Christian Eucharist was understood as taking the place of the Temple
sacrifice.
2

Peter Brown, The Rise of Western Christendom, (Malden, Blackwell Publishing 2003)
pp 76-77
3

Eusebius, The Church History, translated by Paul L. Maier, (Grand Rapids, Kregel
Publications, 2007) p 317
4

Exodus 25 and 1 Kings 6

5

Research recently conducted seems to point to perhaps an earlier interpretation of the
altar and ciborium in the early basilicas. The Jews believed the covenant between God
and Israel would be consummated in the last days and in anticipation of that consummation an annual ritual was included in the Temple liturgy. In the ritual, the High Priest
representing both the Bride and Bridegroom entered the Holy of Holies –symbol of the
bridal chamber—in anticipation of the final consummation. Christians, however, believed that in the Eucharistic sacrifice and in Communion the anticipated final consummation had already begun. Christ the Bridegroom was uniting with His Bride the
Church in the Eucharistic liturgy and in Communion. The altar with its ciborium symbolized the veiled nuptial chamber. (See The Nuptial Meaning of Classic Church Architecture, a lecture delivered by Dr Helen Ratner Dietz (Chicago) at the Second Fota International Liturgy Conference in Fota, County Cork, Ireland, July 12-13, 2009; sponsored by he St. Coleman Society for Catholic Liturgy.)
6

Hugh Wybrew, The Orthodox Liturgy: The Development of the Eucharistic Liturgy in
the Byzantine Rite, (Crestwood, St. Vladimer’s Seminary Press 1996) p 35
7

1 Samuel 21:4, 5

8

Martin Mosebach, The Heresy of Formlessness; The Roman Liturgy and its Enemy,
(San Francisco, Ignatius Press, 2006) p 126
9

Unfortunately, I have lost the source of this citation.

19

1Chronicles 15, 16:1-3

11

Matthew 21: 9

12

The procession of the Gospel book had its origins in the period of persecutions. The
sacred books of the Christians were often targeted for confiscation and destruction during those periods and so they were stored away from the place of gathering and brought
there only when they were needed. After the persecutions the books were stored in an
adjoining room (sacristy) of the meeting house and a procession accompanied their entrance when it was time for the readings. The procession eventually became known as
the “Little Entrance” in the Eastern Churches. The procession with the Gospel book was
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also a continuation of the Jewish synagogue practice of carrying the scrolls of scripture
in procession from the Ark to the readers’ desk.
13

Isaiah (40:9): "Get thee up upon a high mountain, thou that bringest good tidings to
Sion: lift up thy voice with strength".
14

Theodor Klauser, A Short History of the Western Liturgy, 2nd Edition, (Oxford University Press 1979) pp35-36
15

Oskar Skarsaune, In the Shadow of the Temple – Jewish influences on Early Christianity, (Downers Grove, Il., Inter Varsity Press, 2002) p 346
16

Skarsaune 346
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Skarsaune 340
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Skarsaune 340
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Denis R. McNamara, Catholic Church Architecture and the Spirit of the Liturgy,
(Chicago/Mundelein, Hillenbrand Books, 2009) pp 83 and 85
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